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Executive Intelligence
Briefings
Inform and educate your leadership and stakeholders

Security teams and leaders have the critical role of educating, informing
and generally communicating with their executive and business leadership
stakeholders. By sharing information more effectively, they can make better
decisions together.

HIGHLIGHTS
• FireEye Mandiant Threat
Intelligence: Get unparalleled
insights on actors, threats,
vulnerabilities and other
critical topics.
• Executive Perspective: Get the
big picture perspective about
what should be top of mind for
leaders in the cyber domain.

FireEye Executive Intelligence Briefings provide organizations with expert
analysis supported by data from globally deployed detection technologies,
more than a decade of incident response experience and adversarial insights
from the largest private intelligence organization in the world.
These online live and curated intelligence briefings support security missions
by simplifying the complexities of the cyber threat spectrum and delivering
insights that improve situational awareness for decision makers and their
security teams. Ultimately, they can help executive teams inform and adapt to
meet evolving cyber threats.

• Topical Focus: Hear about
specific threats and updates
to broader trends, including
advanced persistent threat
(APT) attacks, cyber
criminals, vulnerabilities and
geopolitical threats.
• Expert Angle: Follow up for
more detail with interactive
live briefings.
• Convenient Access to
Intelligence: Review archives
of pre-scheduled weekly live
briefings on-demand.

Figure 1. Example Executive Intelligence Briefings materials.
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Features and Benefits
Insights direct from Mandiant Threat Intelligence
Hear about what our analysts and experts are tracking,
and what they think you should know about the threats
you face. We draw directly from our industry-leading
intelligence organization to build a dynamic threat briefing
that’s relevant and actionable.

Interactive live briefings and curated archives
Executive Intelligence Briefings are delivered in an inviteonly live online presentation format each week. They
provide ample opportunity for feedback and questions
during and after each session. Recordings of each briefing
are made available to all subscribers for more flexibility
and convenience.

Tailored to executives
Instead of getting into the details, leaders and other
stakeholders have very specific needs for big-picture
views. Our briefings include topics and levels of
information specifically curated for executive-level interest,
understanding and immediate application.

Stay up to date on a variety of security topics
Learn more about a wide range of intelligence topics,
including strategic insights and tactical details, including,

Regular, timely and lasting information on threats
and risks
The value of intelligence is multiplied by regular, reliable
delivery. Our weekly briefings ensure that you can keep
pace with rapid developments in areas such as espionage,
cyber crime, vulnerabilities and others.

• Updates on likely malicious tactics and activities
• Evaluation of the latest threat trends affecting multiple

industries and regions
• Analysis of threat mitigation strategies
• FireEye perspective on the latest cyber news
• Forecasts of increased cyber activity by sectors

or countries
• Previews of new APT groups before public release

For more information about how FireEye Mandiant Executive Intelligence Briefings
can help your organization keep its stakeholders informed with focused, actionable
intelligence, visit www.FireEye.com/Intel or email intelbriefings@fireeye.com.
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FireEye is the intelligence-led security company.
Working as a seamless, scalable extension of customer
security operations, FireEye offers a single platform
that blends innovative security technologies, nationstate grade threat intelligence, and world-renowned
Mandiant® consulting. With this approach, FireEye
eliminates the complexity and burden of cyber security
for organizations struggling to prepare for, prevent and
respond to cyber attacks.
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